Return for materials in the Komaba area campus is more convenient ever!

You can return the materials to any library!

Previously, at the Komaba area campus, you had to return the library materials directly to their holding libraries.

**From November 1st, you can return the materials of the UTokyo libraries to any libraries in the Komaba area campus (excluding department libraries), same as the Hongo area campus.**

You can return the materials of the UTokyo libraries to the following libraries.

**Komaba I Campus**
Komaba Library
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, Science Library
Center for Pacific and American Studies (CPAS) Library
Graduate School of Mathematical Sciences Library

**Komaba II Campus**
Institute of Industrial Science Library
Research Center for Advanced Science and Technology Library

※Department libraries unlisted above are not concerned about this service.
※If there is special instruction at check-out, please return the material to the indicated library.
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